Press release

Füracker: "You build the future with straw. Success will prove you right!"
Minister of State Füracker congratulates on the topping-out ceremony of the largest strawinsulated building of Southern Germany in Plankstetten
Berching, 26.10.2020
On October 24, the monks of the Benedictine Abbey Plankstetten were able to celebrate the topping-out
ceremony of the new building "Haus St. Wunibald" in good weather. Among the guests was Albert
Füracker, Bavarian Minister of State for Finance and Home Affairs, who praised the courage and
perseverance of the monks and honored the work of all those involved in this exemplary building for
climate-friendly construction in Germany and Europe.
In addition to the Bavarian Minister of State and local politicians, representatives of the sponsors, the authorities
involved, the planning team and the construction companies attended the topping-out ceremony.
In his welcoming address, Abbot Dr. Beda M. Sonnenberg OSB thanked all sponsors and those involved in the
construction for their special commitment to this new building, which was largely constructed using the
monastery‘s own renewable building materials. Abbot Beda stated that sustainability is a "challenge to our
creativity and expertise" and that he and his confreres can and want to go this way only together with others. "Our
interest is to convince others to use this method of construction (...) and to inspire them for a sustainable lifestyle",
said Abbot Beda.
In the following ceremonial address Minister of State Albert Füracker congratulated to the "courageous and
correct decision" to build with wood, straw and clay, because the ecological balance is crucial. „Straw is a
progressive, modern and sustainable insulation material.“ By using his own building materials and clay from the
surrounding area, Füracker said, the monastery‘s own resources are used in an exemplary manner and transport
distances are minimized. He praised the sustainable building, which fits perfectly into the listed ensemble.
Vicar General Father Michael Huber from the Diocese of Eichstätt referred in his greeting to the Christmas story,
in which wood and straw were also an important element in the hostel for the Holy Family. He wished: "May this
pilot project be a stimulus and motivation that elsewhere this wonderful, sustainable construction method be
replicated".
The second mayor of Berching and master carpenter Christian Meissner said in his greeting: "Des gfoit ma! („I
like this!“ in Bavarian dialect). The construction method has "an exemplary function for a climate-friendly
construction in passive house standard. And Mrs. Thunberg would probably also be enthusiastic about the
enormous CO2 savings achieved by this type of hybrid construction method".
District Administrator Willibald Gailler and Member of the Bundestag Alois Karl also spoke further words of
greeting.
The topping-out ceremony was then held by master carpenter Manfred Bogner, who, together with his team, built
with straw for the first time in this construction project. 50 wall modules, 25 solid wood ceilings and numerous roof

elements were prefabricated from 400 m3 of the monastery's own wood and 300 m3 of the monastery’s organic
straw in the workshop of Holzbau Bogner GmbH.
The multi-purpose building Haus St. Wunibald is considered a "special building" („Sonderbau“) according to
Bavarian building regulations, which resulted in special requirements for statics and fire protection. As the largest
straw building in southern Germany, Haus St. Wunibald is already being sought out as a model building by public
and private clients and building experts who are interested in climate-friendly construction.
To celebrate what has been achieved, the topping-out tree was erected on top of the three-story multi-purpose
building, which will house 30 guest rooms, the parish administration and the Abt-Maurus-Kindergarten from the
end of next year.
The celebration was musically framed by the sounds of the Berching town band.
Afterwards, interested guests had the opportunity to personally view the shell of the building during a tour of the
construction site. The construction managers were available to answer questions about the project and the
construction method. Frater Andreas Schmidt explained as construction project manager and representative of
the client: "The straw bale construction contributes like hardly any other construction method to protecting the
climate, because straw binds CO2 during growth, hardly requires any energy during production and, as excellent
thermal insulation, avoids CO2 emissions through reduced heating requirements.“ Master carpenter Manfred
Bogner explained: "This building is the best example of how digitalization and high-tech processing with a modern
joinery program can be combined with the manual processing of the original materials wood and straw - in
keeping with the PR slogan of Bavaria "with laptop and leather pants".
The Benedictine Abbey is a partner in the EU project UP STRAW, whose aim is to increase the use of straw,
especially in urban and public construction, and thus reduce the very high CO2 emissions in the building sector. In
addition to many other sponsors, the Interreg Program North-West Europe co-financed the construction costs of
about six million Euros.
Further information about building with straw and the Interreg project UP STRAW can be found on the German
websites www.bau-mit-stroh.de and www.facebook.com/bau.mit.stroh. The English language site of the project is
www.nweurope.eu/upstraw. Information on the general renovation of the monastery can be found at www.klosterplankstetten.de/strohbau.
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from left: Abbot Beda M. Sonnenberg, District Administrator Willibald Gailler, Member of the Bundestag Alois Karl,
Minister of State Albert Füracker, Master Carpenter Manfred Bogner, Vicar General P. Michael Huber,
2nd Mayor of Berching Christian Meissner
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Topping-out ceremony of the new building „Haus St. Wunibald“ in Plankstetten Monastery on Octobre 24, 2020

